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Yusukami

Background

An introduction for you and your players.

Shigeru, Lord Onishi’s second son, is about to marry the daughter of Lord
Yusukami, about two days East of Hakone. Yusukami is a small mountain
stronghold and a village; the Yusukami valley sustains about 80 families.

The party helped save the Onishi clan from a powerful kumo and are good
friends of Shigeru. He sometimes wishes for an adventuring life, but for now
joining an adventuring party is totally out of the question. Since he’s not
destined to become head of the clan, he has not been introduced to the secret
fighting techniques like the eldest son Taiki has. He’s also barred from
knowing the clan’s secret retainers, the shinobis controlled by his father. Only
Lord Onishi himself knows how to contact his network of spies and assassins.
This is why Shigeru’s newfound friends are so dear to him: They are an
independent source of power in these parts of the Yonshu valley.

Leaving Hakone

The party is invited to go hunting with Shigeru. On the hunt, away from long
ears, they are to help eskort Yusukami’s daughter back to Onishi castle.

Travel time:

From Hakone to Magnolia Inn by the Old Bridge (8 miles, plains, road):
3h at base speed 30 ft., 4h at base speed 20 ft.
From the Old Bridge to Yusukami (12 miles into hills and 4 miles into
forests, road, equivalent to 20 miles): 7h at base speed 30 ft., 10h at base
speed 20 ft. including 2h of forced march at the end of the day
From Hakone to Yusukami directly (8 miles into plains, 12 miles into
hills, and 4 miles into forests, road, equivalent to 28 miles): 5h on light
warhorses
From Yusukami to the Temple of the Moon (8 miles into forests, road):
3h at base speed 30 ft., 4h at base speed 20 ft., less than 2h on light
warhorses
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The Hunt

Shigeru is about to go boar hunting and invites his friends to come along.
Shigeru and four soldiers will ride out boar hunting.

Use an appropriate number of boars. One or two should be enough, depending
on the number of player characters that actually feel like wielding a yari
themselves in order to fight.

Shigeru, male human Ftr-5: CR 5; SZ M Human; HD 5d10+10; hp 37; Init
+1; Spd 30 ft.; AC 11 (+1 Dex); Atk +10 melee (1d10+4, mwk katana, crit
19-20/x2), or +8 melee (1d8+4, yari, crit x3), or +6 ranged (1d8+3, daikyu
STR +3, crit x3); AL LN; SV Fort +6, Ref +2, Will +2; Str 16 Dex 13 Con
14 Int 10 Wis 12 Cha 8; Prestige 10.

Skills: Ride +8 (+2 synergy), Animal Handling +6, Intimidate +4. Feats:
Weapon Focus (katana), Quick Draw, Power Attack, Cleave, Greater Cleave,
Improved Bull Rush.

Languages: Common.

Possessions: Masterwork katana, yari, daikyu (STR +3), leather do, sun-ate, and
kote.

Guards (4), male human Ftr-1: CR 1; SZ M Human; HD 1d10+2; hp 8;
Init +1; Spd 30 ft.; AC 15 (+1 Dex, +4 armor); Atk +4 melee (1d10+3,
katana, crit 19-20/x2), or +3 melee (1d8+3, yari, crit x3), or +2 ranged
(1d8+2, daikyu, crit x3); AL LN; SV Fort +4, Ref +1, Will +1; Str 15 Dex 13
Con 14 Int 10 Wis 12 Cha 8; Prestige 10.

Skills: Ride +4, Animal Handling +4; Armor Check Penalty -2. Feats: Weapon 
Focus (katana), Quick Draw, Power Attack.

Languages: Common.

Possessions: Katana, yari, daikyu (STR +2), leather do, sun-ate, and kote.

Boar: Monster Manual p. 270.

Black Bear: Monster Manual p. 269.

Once the hunting party has settled down for some tea on a hillside in the first to
the South East of Hakone, Shigeru comments on the excellent view of Hakone
and its surrounding paddy fields in the distance. He looks at the black
mountains across the river and starts talking about marriage, the Yusukami clan
in the east, an alliance of the remote strongholds, and Lord Yusukami’s
daughter Fumiko. He talks of his fears of treachery, and of the need for
secrecy, and the need to keep face. He also talks about the rescue of his clan
from the claws of the kumo, the use of arcane magic, and how the party should
be careful when using the powers of the onmyo-do.
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Lord Onishi’s Greetings

The official part of the preparations.

When Lord Onishi hears of the party going along to fetch the bride, he is
honored, and entrusts them with a signet ring of his. They are to wear this ring
at the official reception and will surely be contacted by one of his spies later
that night.

He provides the party with letters of passage, and a sealed letter to Lord
Yusukami. (The letter is an ordinary letter with titles, greetings, honorifics,
thanks, and so on. Breaking the seal to discover this will be difficult to hide:
Forgery DC 25.)

They will ride with commander Toru Hasuke and five samurai (use the
Fighter-1 stats above).

The party will probably take half a day to get to the old bridge, spend the night
at the Magnolia Inn and spend the next day on the road to Yusukami.

The Kappa Challenge

The party has left the land under Onishi’s control and is on the old imperial
road south to Yusukami. Once they reach the river flowing down from the
Yusukami valley, three kappa rise out of the water and challenge the party.

If the party runs away from the water, they will not be pursued.

If the party has a person that speaks kappa, the use of Diplomacy is possible.
Their initial attitude is unfriendly. If hostile, they will attack, if unfriendly, they
let the party pass if they agree to a wrestling match, each side picking a
champion, if friendly, they will warn the party of shinobis they have seen
moving through the forest. Umisachihiko is a friend of the kappa, and
mentioning him will grant a +2 bonus to the check. Mentioning friendly
relations with the kappa that live near Musashi’s castle will grant another +2
bonus to the check.

Yusukami

The events at Yusukami are driven by the plots of Immamura, the commander
of the right wing at the castle. He has to achieve any three of the following goals:

Discredit Lord Yusukami’s daughter Fumiko, making her marriage to
Shigeru unacceptable to the Onishi clan, and thus preventing an alliance
between the two houses.
Kill Yuushuu, Lord Yusukami’s heir, and therefore generate the kind of
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popular unrest required for an uprising.
Get rid of Takabe via an assassination or by destroying his reputation.
Brand Lord Yusukami as a traitor by demonstrating he openly supports
onmyoji (arcane magic).

Timeline

As soon as the party arrives in Yusukami, events unfold according to the
following plan:

Arrival at Yusukami and dinner at the castle; Nori’s treachery is set into
motion
The dowry is packaged and relatives present gifts to the bride; anybody
not interested in the ceremonies can visit the Temple of the Moon
Ritual of the Mountain Kami led by Satoh, a bear hunt is organised by
Hyougo.
Ritual of the Water Dragon led by Misao, an archery contest
Ritual cleansing and the blessing of the ancestors
Travel to Magnolia Inn
Arrival in Hakone

Dinner at Yusukami Castle

The following notables will be present at every dinner. If any party member
carries Onishi’s ring during this time, Nori will come during the night and talk
with the ring bearer.

Lord Yusukami
Yusukami Yuushuu, the eldest son
Yusukami Naoya, the second son and third child
Yusukami Fumiko, his only daughter, older than Naoya but younger
than Yuushuu
Immamura Gennosuke, commander of the right wing
Takabe Hyougo, commander of the left wing, a respected fighter known
for his love of hunting; he calls for a hunt two days hence
Misao Rumiko, priestess of Kawa No Kami, the dragon god
Satoh Madoka, priestess of Kojin, the tree deity of kitchens

Certain questions by Immammura and Takabe indicate that there’s a certain
distrust of recent developments in Hakone. They’ve heard about the demon
controlling the Onishi clan and are eager to hear more about it.

Nori’s Treachery

Should and party member wear Onishi’s ring during dinner, the party member
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will be approached later that night by Onishi’s spy. The spy is wearing shinobi
armor, has most of his face covered, and talks softly. He evidently tries to
conceal his identity. Onishi has spent years getting the spy into his neighbour’s
household. Protecting his identity is the spy’s first duty. Similarly, his secrets are
his greatest asset. That’s also why he’ll avoid spells such as Zone of Truth or Detect 
Evil. In fact, the spy does detects as slightly evil.

In truth he’s the cook Nori. When serving food for dinner, he has enough time
to figure out who is wearing the ring.

Nori is small and ropy, moves like a cat, and tells the party that he has been
having his doubts about Lady Fumiko. “See for yourselves!” he says and tells
them that there will be something to hear down by the river, near the Burning
Bird stables.

Should the party investigate, they can sneak up to a young man, waiting. As the
hours pass, a messenger arrives, and tells him that “Lady Fumiko sends her
love’s butterfly kisses but regrets to be unable to come tonight.”

If caught, both the young man and the messenger will try to jump into the river
and swim away (Satonori having Swim +4 and Nobuyuki having Swim +6),
and the waters being rather calm. If possible they will sneak away (having Hide
+7 and Move Silently +7). If interrogated they will know very little, not having
received much information from their boss. Their boss is called Kitsu No 
Kima. If tortured, the ninjas will admit that their boss uses arcane magic and
knows how to make himself invisible. They will also admit to receiving their
orders from a ninja that seems well informed. They have no idea who it is, but
were told to expect him from their boss.

The party can try to Nori again by wearing the signet ring at dinner. Should he
suspect them of uncovering him, however, he will disappear. At the same time,
one of the cooks will disappear as well, giving away the true identity of the spy.
An investigation will discover that he had no relatives, and that about fifteen
years ago his parents returned to Hakone, and from there they moved on to
Kurobano.

The Spy

Nori, male human Rog5: CR 5; Size M; HD 5d6+10; hp 28; Init +3; Spd
30 ft.; AC 13; Attack +3 melee (1d4, dagger, crit. 19-20/x2, sneak attack
+3d6), or +6 ranged; SV Fort +3, Ref +7, Will +3; AL NE; Str 10, Dex 16,
Con 14, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 11.

Skills and feats: Bluff +8, Climb +8, Disable Device +8, Disguise +8, Escape
Artist +7, Gather Information +6, Hide +10, Listen +2, Move Silently +10,
Search +9, Sense Motive +10, Spot +2, Swim +6, Tumble +11, Use Magic
Device +8; Dodge, [Evasion], Mobility, Negotiator.

Possessions: Dagger.

Nori is the Onishi spy at Yusukami castle. He detects as slightly evil and has
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betrayed Onishi to Immamura. Should he be unmasked or as soon as he has
betrayed his new master Immamura, he’ll slip away and after a few weeks he’ll
join Musashi’s bandits if Musashi is still alive.

Two Actors

Yukio, male human Rog3: CR 3; Size M; HD 3d6; hp 10; Init +5; Spd 30
ft.; AC 11; Attack +1 melee (1d4-2, dagger, crit. 19-20/x2, sneak attack
+2d6), or +3 ranged (1d4-2, dagger, crit. 19-20/x2); SV Fort +1, Ref +4,
Will +3; AL CE; Str 7, Dex 12, Con 10, Int 9, Wis 14, Cha 9.

Skills and feats: Bluff +10, Climb +4, Disguise +5, Escape Artist +7, Hide +7,
Knowledge (local): +5, Move Silently +7, Swim +4; [Evasion], Persuasive,
Skill Focus (Bluff), Weapon Focus (dagger).

Possessions: Dagger, katana.

Yukio is Fumiko’s fake lover, playing Takabe’s son Satonori. He has been
chosen by the head of his clan for his local knowledge. He cannot wield the
katana he carries.

Nobuhiko, male human Rog3: CR 3; Size M; HD 3d6+6; hp 23; Init +5;
Spd 30 ft.; AC 11; Attack +3 melee (1d4, dagger, crit. 19-20/x2, sneak attack
+2d6), or +3 ranged (1d4, dagger, crit. 19-20/x2); SV Fort +3, Ref +4, Will
+4; AL N; Str 10, Dex 13, Con 15, Int 12, Wis 16, Cha 12.

Skills and feats: Bluff +12, Climb +6, Disguise +7, Escape Artist +7, Forgery
+7, Hide +7, Jump +6, Knowledge (local): +7, Move Silently +7, Swim +6;
[Evasion], Persuasive, Skill Focus (Bluff), Weapon Focus (dagger).

Possessions: Dagger.

Nobuhiko has been chosen by the head of his clan because he can forge
documents if required.

Temple of the Moon

The Tsukuyomi priests are not well liked in Yusukami. Moon folk, processions
in the dark, magic – it is the antithesis of the heavenly bureaucracy that most
people envision. The Temple of the Moon is quiet and solemn during the day
but unruly and wild during the night.

The head priest Yumisa is level 9 and can cast Restoration and Raise Dead. 
Appropriate gifts to the temple are required, of course.

Yumisa, female human Clr9: CR 9; Size M; HD 9d8+18; hp 64; Init +0;
Spd 30 ft.; AC 10; Attack +9/+4 melee, or +6/+1 ranged; SV Fort +8, Ref
+3, Will +9; AL NE; Str 17, Dex 10, Con 14, Int 10, Wis 17, Cha 12.
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Skills and feats: Craft (Sculpting) +6, Knowledge (Arcana) +10, Knowledge
(Religion) +10, Spellcraft +7, Use Magic Device +4; Craft Wondrous Item,
Extend Spell, Maximize Spell, Power Attack, Scribe Scroll.

Cleric Domains: Plant, Knowledge.

Cleric Spells: 6/5+1/5+1/4+1/2+1/1+1.
0th Light 2×, Mending, Read Magic 3×.
1st Detect Chaos, Detect Evil, Detect Good, Detect Law, Entangle, Sanctuary.
2nd Barkskin 3×, Cure Moderate Wounds 3×.
3rd Clearaudience, Cure Serious Wounds, Meld into Stone, Searing Light, Wind Wall.
4th Cure Critical Wounds, Divination, Summon Monster IV.
5th Wall of Thorns, True Seeing.

Yumisa prefers to summon a celestial lion when she is attacked, protecting
herself using and Wall of Thorns. Before healing petitioners she uses her
detection spells to determine whether the petitioners has and good alignment.
She’s not interested in helping non-good or lawful humans.

Celestial Lion: Monster Manual p. 31.

Bear Hunt

The bear hunt is Yusukami Yuushuu’s idea. He’s Lord Yusukami’s eldest son
and interested in hunting for sports. The day starts very much like Shigeru’s
boar hunt. The idea is to wear light armor, wield nothing but a yari, and kill the
bear.

Use a black bear, a brown bear, or a dire bear, as appropriate.

Takabe brings four guards along; one of them knows where the bear lives and
guides the hunters there. After about an hour, the group reaches a little hill in
the middle of the forest. There’s the bear’s cave, the soldiers start clapping
hands and calling him, Yusukami drops his backpack and katana, wielding
nothing but his yari, as should all the other hunters, the soldiers and Takabe
stand back, and the fight begins.

When the bear is dead, and people start exploring the cave, watch for a
moment when either Takabe or Yusukami is a bit isolated from the rest. There
is a group of ninja’s sent out to kill either Takabe Hyougo or Yusukami
Yuushuu. The primary target will be Yuushuu.

Kitsu No Kikuma has cast Invisibility on himself and four of his shinobi.
Another four creep up trees and hide up there. On Kitsu No Kikuma’s
command, they quietly approach their target, and stab him. Preferably when the
party is investigating the bear cave. Almost all shinobi should get a flanking
bonus and do sneak attack damage. Their invisibility lost and the damage done,
they’ll split up and retreat as fast as possible. Kitsu No Kikuma will
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The archers will start firing arrows at anybody who does not have cover. There
are enough bushes to kneel behind to take cover. As soon as everybody has
taken cover, they ready an action to shoot at anybody who leaves cover. As
soon as the assassins got away, they will also quietly fade away into the forest.
They’ll take extra precautions to try and thwart any tracking: Move through
water, climb trees, and so on.

As for the retreat of Kitsu No Kikuma: She will cast her last Invisibility spell 
followed by Spider Climb. This should be enough to ensure her escape.

If she does not escape, there will be others like her. Escaping villains are more
entertaining, however.

Should Yusukami Yuushuu die, his remains will be carried back to the castle.

Takabe Hyougo, male human Ftr-5: CR 5; SZ M Human; HD 5d10+10; 
hp 31, 28; Init +1; Spd 30 ft.; AC 11 (+1 Dex); Atk +10 melee (1d10+4,
mwk katana, crit 19-20/x2), or +8 melee (1d8+4, yari, crit x3), or +6 ranged
(1d8+3, daikyu STR +3, crit x3); AL LN; SV Fort +6, Ref +2, Will +2; Str
16 Dex 13 Con 14 Int 10 Wis 12 Cha 8; Prestige 10.

Skills: Ride +8 (+2 synergy), Animal Handling +6, Intimidate +4. Feats:
Weapon Focus (katana), Quick Draw, Power Attack, Cleave, Greater Cleave,
Improved Bull Rush.

Languages: Common.

Possessions: Masterwork katana, yari, daikyu (STR +3), leather do, sun-ate, and
kote.

Guards (4), male human Ftr-1: CR 1; SZ M Human; HD 1d10+2; hp 8;
Init +1; Spd 30 ft.; AC 15 (+1 Dex, +4 armor); Atk +4 melee (1d10+3,
katana, crit 19-20/x2), or +3 melee (1d8+3, yari, crit x3), or +2 ranged
(1d8+2, daikyu, crit x3); AL LN; SV Fort +4, Ref +1, Will +1; Str 15 Dex 13
Con 14 Int 10 Wis 12 Cha 8; Prestige 10.

Skills: Ride +4, Animal Handling +4; Armor Check Penalty -2. Feats: Weapon 
Focus (katana), Quick Draw, Power Attack.

Languages: Common.

Possessions: Katana, yari, daikyu (STR +2), leather do, sun-ate, and kote.

Kitsu No Kikuma, male human Rog4/Sor3: CR 7; Size M; HD 4d6+4 +
3d4+3; hp 31; Init +2; Spd 30 ft.; AC 14 (+2 Dex, +2 armor); Attack +7
melee (1d10+1, katana, crit. 19-20), or +6 ranged (1d6, yumi, crit. x3); SV
Fort +3, Ref +7, Will +6; AL LN; Str 12, Dex 15, Con 12, Int 16, Wis 14,
Cha 17.

Skills and feats: Balance +9.5, Bluff +9, Concentration +7, Disable Device
+10, Disguise +10, Escape Artist +8, Gather Information +9, Hide +10,
Intimidate +9, Knowledge (Arcana) +9, Knowledge (Nature) +5.5, Listen +2,
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Move Silently +11, Perform (Keyboard Instruments) +4, Sleight of Hand +8,
Spot +4, Tumble +9, Use Rope +8; Blind-Fight, [Evasion], Martial Weapon
Proficiency (Katana), Weapon Focus (Katana), Stealthy.

Spells: 6/6 per day; save DC 13 + spell level.
0th Read Magic, Detect Magic, Mage Hand, Ghost Sound, Message.
1st Detect Thoughts, Invisibility, Spider Climb.

Languages: Common, Kitsu, Tengu, Tanuki.

Possessions: Masterwork katana, yumi, koto, shinobi armor.

Hidehisa plays the koto in all its variants.

Shinobi (8), male human Rog3: CR 3; Size M; HD 3d6+6; hp 23; Init +5;
Spd 30 ft.; AC 11; Attack +3 melee (1d4, dagger, crit. 19-20/x2, sneak attack
+2d6), or +3 ranged (1d4, dagger, crit. 19-20/x2); SV Fort +3, Ref +4, Will
+4; AL N; Str 10, Dex 13, Con 15, Int 12, Wis 16, Cha 12.

Skills and feats: Bluff +9, Climb +6, Disguise +7, Escape Artist +7, Forgery
+7, Hide +10, Jump +6, Knowledge (local): +7, Move Silently +7, Swim +6;
[Evasion], Persuasive, Skill Focus (Hide), Weapon Focus (dagger).

Possessions: Daggers (4 each), Yumi (4)

Archery Contest

The day after the bear hunt, an archery contest will be held. If Yusukami’s
eldest son has been slain, the archery contest will be held anyway. Any party
members checking out the crowds will notice that many people are grumbling
because of Yuushuu’s death. Is Lord Yusukami growing weak? Has he sent his
son into a trap? And what of Takabe? Is he a traitor? In other words,
Immamura’s plan is working.

As for the contest, there will be three shots of increasing difficulty. The
contestants have to make ranged bow attacks vs. AC 15, 20, 25, and so on until
they miss. The last remaining contestant is the winner, and if he managed to hit
at least AC 25, he can pick a masterwork daikyu from the Yusukami armory
with a Strength bonus of up to +4.

The Yusukami fighters taking party in the contest:

Bungo, Ftr-1, +2 ranged
Ichirou, Ftr-1, +2 ranged
Yasuharu, Ftr-1, +2 ranged
Yasuharu, Ftr-1, +2 ranged
Yusukami Yuushuu (if he still lives), Ftr-5, +6 ranged
Takabe Hyougo (if he still lives, and Yuushuu still lives), Ftr-5, +7
ranged
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Yusukami Naoya, Ftr-4, +5 ranged
Takabe Satonori, Ftr-4, +5 ranged

Takabe Hyougo will not be participating if Yuushuu died, because he’ll be in
retreat, contemplating what to do now.

The Rituals

Fumiko has very little time for guests. The last three days she is busy with
rituals.

Peace in Heaven, Peace on Earth

The first ritual is a farewell ritual. Fumiko and a handful of priests will be busy
all day reciting prayers, lighting incense sticks, making offerings of food &
drink, and lotus flowers.

Be sure to impress upon your players that even if they wanted to talk to Fumiko
or Satoh, they will be busy all day. There will be priests all around them. The
best option would be to catch them for a minute or two before leaving for the
bear hunt. This avoids a party split where all those who feel like they have
some investigating to do miss out on the hunt.

Fumiko will seem nervous, but sincere. She is excited about leaving her home
and moving to a larger castle. There will be more things to do and see. If
anybody tries to challenge her, reminding her of honor, of Shigeru’s sincerity,
she will blush and feel honored to be presented with such a formidable
husband. Nothing indicates a bad conscience. Let your players roll a Sense
Motive check and roll some hidden Bluff checks which you then ignore.

Satoh is the priestess of Kojin and caretaker of the ancestral spirits, guardian of
the valley and priest of the surrounding mountain kami and the Saphire Lake
kami, and a respected hunter with her bow. A successful Sense Motive vs. her
Bluff +3 will reveal that she is somewhat tense. A successful Diplomacy DC 20
check will gain her confidence. She’ll send the priests away and confide in the
person who made the check. The problem is that while the ancestral spirits are
all in favor of the marriage, she has heard from her priests that rumors have
been spreading. Perhaps Fumiko has been keeping a dreadful secret from her
clan. It seems impossible, and yet…

Satoh Madoka, female human Clr3: CR 3; Size M; HD 3d8+6; hp 21; Init
+2; Spd 30 ft.; AC 12; Attack +4 melee, or +4 ranged (1d8+2, daikyu, crit.
x3); SV Fort +5, Ref +3, Will +6; AL CG; Str 15, Dex 14, Con 14, Int 11,
Wis 16, Cha 16.

Skills and feats: Heal +7, Knowledge (Arcana) +5, Knowledge (History) +5,
Survival +5; Scribe Scroll, Martial Weapon Proficiency (daikyu), Track.
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Cleric Domains: Protection, Law.

Cleric Spells Per Day: 4/3+1/2+1.

Possessions: Daikyu (STR +2).

Homecoming

When returning to Hakone, Fumiko will be carried by eight men in a
palanquin. Another eight retainers of the Yusukami clan will accompany the
bride.

Should the party wish to use decoys, up to three palanquins can be used.
Should the party wish to taken Fumiko through the black forest to the West, it
will taken some convincing. A successfull Diplomacy DC 22 check will be
required to convince her of the necessity. Grant a +2 circumstance bonus if the
party are on good terms with her, grant another +2 bonus if the person asking
Fumiko is a female adventurer, and grant another +2 bonus if the party
manages to make a good point explaining that noble samurai ancestors were
basically adventurers when they settled this valley, and grant another +2 bonus
if the party relates that Shigeru himself has often wished to be able to go
adventuring.

Ambush!

Should the party taken the obvious route, braving any last remaining treachery
that Immamura might want to throw at them, they will run into an ambush.

When the party arrives at the mountain pass leading into the Tobu valley,
they’ll have to pick their way through a narrow gorge where a band of goblins
and a handful of bugbears are lying in wait. If Kitsu No Kikuma survived, she 
will be the assassin trying to kill Fumiko for one last time; if not, another
assassin with similar stats and spells will be there.

There will be eight goblin javelin throwers with four javelins each hiding up in
the rocks on both sides of the gorge. They have complete concealment an only
a Spot DC 30 check will reveal the ambush ahead of time.

Goblins (24): Monster Manual p. 133.

Bugbears (8): Monster Manual p. 29.

Kitsu No Kikuma or a similar assassin: See above.

Tactics: The sixteen goblins throw javelins for two rounds, trying to target
magic users and people wielding ranged weapons.

On round 2, the assassin will cast Invisibility.
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On round 3, the remaining eight goblins appear behind the party, having
climbed down from cliffs they were hiding on, and four bugbears appear at the
front. The assassin will cast Spider Climb.

On round 4, another four bugbears appear at the front. If there are multiple
palanquins, the assassin casts Detect Thoughts and determines where Fumiko is.
Then the assassin invisibly climbs down the gorge walls and heads for the
palanquin.

As soon as the assassin reaches the palanquin it will sneak attack any remaining
guard, turning visible, kill Fumiko, taking her heads if possible, cast Invisibility
again, and disappear. (Hopefully the party manages to stop the assassin before
this happens.)

Forest King

Should the party take a short-cut through the forest, it will have to cross the
domain of the Forest King.

TODO.
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Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or
"Your" means the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2.  The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game
Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that
you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or
conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.
3.  Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.
4.  Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual,
worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5.  Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, You represent
that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this
License.
6.  Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text
of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the
title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you
Distribute.
7.  Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except
as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree
not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work
containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such
Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to
the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights,
title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
8.  Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are
distributing are Open Game Content.
9.  Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You may use any
authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any
version of this License.
10.  Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game Content You
Distribute.
11.  Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor
unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.
12.  Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or
all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game
Material so affected.
13.  Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such
breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.
14.  Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the
extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15.  COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

Yusukami © 2006, 2007, Alex Schröder <kensanata@gmail.com>

END OF LICENSE

This product is 100% Open Game Content.
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